IEEE DCI Theme

PLUGINS BUNDLED

1. Contact Form 7
   a. Just another contact form plugin. Simple but flexible.

2. Master Slider – Responsive Touch Slider
   a. Master Slider is the most advanced responsive HTML5 WordPress slider plugin with touch swipe navigation that works smoothly on devices too.

3. Easy Team Members
   a. A responsive, simple and clean way to display your team. Create new members, add their positions, bios, social links and copy-paste the shortcode into any post/page.

4. WP The Events Calendar
   a. The Events Calendar is a carefully crafted, extensible plugin that lets you easily share your events. Beautiful. Solid. Awesome.

5. WP SEO Structured Data Schema
   a. Comprehensive JSON-LD based Structured Data solution for WordPress for adding schema for organizations, businesses, blog posts, ratings & more.

6. WPBakery Page Builder
   a. Drag and drop page builder for WordPress. Take full control over your WordPress site, build any layout you can imagine – no programming knowledge required. This is force-activated when the theme is activated.

7. Yoast SEO (https://wordpress.org/plugins/wordpress-seo/)
   a. Used to optimize SEO.

THEME

D2 Creative coded the theme and it is completely customized to meet the needs of this project.
**CSS Libraries**
Font Awesome - allows use of beautiful icons
Twitter Bootstrap – framework for the front-end
Slick – slider used for carousels

**JavaScript Libraries**
jQuery
Twitter Bootstrap – framework for the front-end
Slick – slider used for carousels
Retina.js – used to display retina images

**Customizing**
The theme provides a way for the content editor to change multiple things. Head over to "Appearance > Customize" to find out more.

**Theme Chooser**

**Social Media Links**

**Custom Logo Image**

**Favicon**

**Footer Content**

**Custom CSS**

**Header**
The header contains the meta nav (hard-coded since this should never change), logo, search and main nav. You can change the logo under "Appearance > Customize".

**Menus**
There are 2 menus.
Primary (the main nav)
Footer

**Footer**
The footer holds the footer nav and social links. Your copyright content is here as well and cannot be changed. The copyright year will automatically update with the current year.

**Custom Functions**
This theme uses many custom functions: meta options, shortcodes, sidebars and widgets. You can see these all in the "admin" folder of the theme. These are tied into WPBakery Page Builder. Please direct questions to D2 Creative.